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by Helene Such •59 
•on, strategy, and humanitarian-
ism make the Middle East important 
to t11e West," began Mr. Harry B. 
Ellis. Assistant Overseas Editor of 
the Cl1ristian Science Monitor, in the 
first of a series of seminars at the 
Wayland Library on "The Middle 
East. .. 
Mr. Ellis pointed out that the west-
ern world is dependent upon oil 
from the Middle East. The area ls 
a land bridge between Europe, Asia 
and Africa. he added, and there at•e 
thousands of homcles~ refugees 
whom the West can not ignore. 
Presents Background 
The history of the Middle Ea<;t 
begins with a nomadic people who 
evenlualfy succeed in pushing into 
the ferti le crescent, Mr. Ellis ex-
plained. He added that ethnically, 
the "Israelis and the Arabs who fight 
bitterly are first cousins:• Intrigue 
and secret agreements during the 
two world wars resulted in setting 
these peoples in opposition_, accord-
ing to Mr. Ellis. 
Summing up the conftict between 
hrael and the Arab nation~ in 1948. 
Mr. Ellis said that Israel gained one-
third more land than was granted 
her in the Partiti<>n Act <>f 1947. 
Co11tiuued On Page Five 
Juniors Seek 
Sum111.er J ol1s 
In W ashiugion 
Work on the 1956-1957 Wellesley-
Vassar summer internship program 
will begin on Tuesday, November 27, 
with a general information meeting 
at Ag-0ra at 4:4-0 p.m. 
Mrs. Hilda Kahne, assistant pro-
fessor or Economics, and the chair-
men of last summer's group. Helen 
Austern '57 and Liz Brenner '57 will 
d:iseuss this summer's plans. Jobs 
varying from secretarial work in 
congressional offices to research in 
special commitlees, will be made 
available. 
Jobs Sult All Interests 
Job placements arc geared to suit 
the participant's interests wiLh a 
broad cross section of majors and 
agencies repre!X!nted. One student 
described the value of the internship 
program as ''being in a wol·king sit-
uation .. . talking over with othe1· 
intecrns the kinds of jobs they had 
. . • and seeing the government in 
action." 
Anyone interested is advised either 
to attend the meeting or to talk with 
Mrs. Kahne or a me 1ber of the Inter-
departmental Internship Committee. 
Other members are Miss Louise Over-
racker, professor of Political Science, 
Mrs. Hugh B. Killough. professor of 
Economics, Mr. Henry F. Schwarz, 
professor of History. and Miss Leila 
A. Sussmann, instructor of Sociology. 
Issues of the Week 
Mr. Sullivan 
Walter R. Fleischer 
Sullivan Eyes 
Arab Politics 
by Jane Shaw •57 
''Russia has been trying to push 
her way into the '1iddfe East at 
least since Catherine tJhe Great," 
and the present situation ih the area 
implies that she may have a chance 
of success, aceording to Joseph Sulli· 
a~si:;tant professor o! History. 
\,__ .e presence of Russian influ-
ence in the Middle East serves only 
to complicate a seemingly insoluble 
pattem of forces. In Mr. Sullivan's 
opini<m "there never has been a 
simple answer" to the political con-
fl.icts of the area, and certainly no 
solution can be found if the his-
torical forces ai work in the area 
ace not assessed. 
Rellglon In Polltlct 
To the Western mind, b1·ought up 
on '1he principle of separation of 
church and state, the strain of re-
ligious fanaticism in Arab politics 
iii wlrd to undersband. But this 
Conti1wed On Pag~ Ffoe 
Mr. Schwan 
Walter R. Fleischer 
Rebels Merit 
Schwarz' 01( 
by Emily Cohen '59 
Attributing the recent Hungarian 
and Polish insurrections to relaxa-
tion of rigid Stalinist controls, Henry 
Schwarz, professor of Histo1-y, de· 
scribed the Hungarian revolt as "one 
of the most heroic fights a nation 
has ever put out." 
"In Poland the possibility of going 
fur ther than a government of na· 
tional communism was ended," ex-
plained the professor, "but. in Hun· 
g·i¥rY, a tremendous groundswell of 
antagonism to c<>mmunism per se 
emerged." 
Invasions Precipitate Action 
The precipitating force behind 
Russian suppcessioo of lihe Hungarian 
rebellion, according to Mr. Schw.arz, 
were the Israeli and Anglo-French 
invasions of Egypt. The Soviet Union 
"'1.aS faced with two alternatives: to 
allow the establishment of nationalist 
communist regimes with the possible 
Contiriuecl On Page Seveit 
Barn to Provide Conflict, Humor 
As Six Characters Seek an Author. 
SIX CAAF\ACTER5 '"' ScARo-t ot== Aflf AUTHOR 
Six Characters in Search of a11 
,1t1tl1or will invade the Barnswallows 
stage on November 16 and 17 at 8:09 
.P.m. Miss Grazia Avitable and MiSI 
Angeline La Piana of the Italian de-
partment are honorary patrons of 
the production. 
*"'PIAAl'f(DEU-0 '-
Explaining why this play by Luigi 
Pirandello was chosen to open the 
repertory of Barn productions this 
year, Paul Bar:.tow. director of the 
'l'healre. said, '"This play has interest 
at every level. At one point or an-
other it appeals to every kind ol. 
reason for gojng to the theatre." 
Theatre Turned Upside Down 
J The events are precipitated by six 
characters who interrupt a rehearsal 
and insist on becoming the actors of 
their pe1:sonal drama. With charac-
ters becoming actors and the director 
turning into an author. thE wh<>le 
d B S d theatre is turned upside down. House Presi en ts ase tu y The audience will see a play withia ~ a play. The whole piece lakes place 
0 S d ' G B k T on a rehearsal st;rge and the scenes n tu, ents ray 00 "' ests I change betore· the very eyes of the 
audience, as scenery is brought oa 
How do Wellesley students feel 
about the Honor Basis? This question 
was partially answered at a meet-
ing of the House Presidents, Octo· 
ber 30, when results of upper-class 
Gray Book tiests were compiled. 
"This year each class received a 
different question. so that varied 
points of view might be obtainedt 
stated Susan Vi.ck '57, Chairman of 
the House Presidents. The Sopho-
more and Junior classes, asked to de· 
fine the Honor Basis and their posi-
tion in relation to it, seemed to 
feel that adherence to rules was, its 
most in1portant point. 
Develops Integrity 
Seniors, questioned as lo the per. 
sonal effect of the Basis, felt that 
it had strengthened their integrity 
and had helped to integrate stand-
ards and ideals into actual Jiving. 
The essays repeatedly stressed the 
idea that the success of the Basis de-
pends solely on the attitude of each 
member of the college comnmnily. 
Susan noted that "some confusion 
existed as to the distinction between 
matters of honor and adherence 
to rules." She pointed out that the 
existence of an Honor Basis. rather 
than an Honor System, which has 
no regulations allows the incorpora-
tion of rules· without weakening the 
institution. However, she stressed 
that honor. not rules, is the local 
point of the Basis. 
Want More Academic Rules 
'!'here was general agreement as 
Placement Office News 
Information on Federal Service 
Entrance Examinations will be pre-
sented by Mr. John Ronhovde, De-
puty Director of the U.S. Civil 
Service Commission for the New 
England area, in open meetings 
at 1:40 and 2:40 p.m. November 
28 on the Wellesley campus. In-
terested students should leave 
their names with Mrs. Neary at 
the Placement Office before No-. 
vember 21. 
'l'he Professional Qualification 
Test of the National Security 
Agency, administered by the Edu· 
cational Tes-ting Service, will be 
given on the Wellesley campus 
December 1. Application forms 
and additional information about 
the test may be obtained from 
Mrs. Neary in the Placement Of-
fice. Applications· must be com-
pleted l>y Nov. 24. 
to the success of the Honor Basis stage or lowered from the fly gallery. 
in the academic realm. Yet, a num· The youngest member of the cast 
ber of students suggested that more is nine-year-old Martha Wells, a youn~ 
regulations are needed in the library relation of Miss Evelyn Wells. profes-
and art study rooms. Some of the sor emeritus of the English ~part­
essays also recommended that dou- ment. Representing various colleges. 
ble reporting should not be ineluded the men in the cast include George 
in the Basis. Bishop and Robert Jepson, students 
Jn the social realm students felt in the theatre division of Boston Uni-
lhat rules should be '1ess stri11gent, versity, Gene Pell and John ~lli.ott 
leaving more decisions up to the in- of Harvard . College. John Christion 
dividual. It was pointed out that of ~.l.T., Michael Frank of Harvard 
the reasoning faculties developed in Medical School, and Wayne Westland. 
student in the Actors' Workshop m 
Continued On Page Five Boston. 
College Orchestra Grows 
Since Early Start in 1906 
Ever forget your own anniversary? 
The Wellesley College Orchestra had 
to be reminded that this is their 50th 
birthday. 
Mr. Albert Foster, conductor of 
the Orche•tra from 1906 to 1927, 
wrnte to Mrs. Margaret T. Duesen-
berry. present conductor, reminding 
her that 1956 marked the 50th anni-
versary o! this college organization. 
This letter now rests in the mw;ic 
exhibit at the library. 
Interest Appears in 1905 
"The music faculty sounded out 
student opinion in 1905 and found 
enough interest to warrant the estab-
lishment of lhe orchestra," explained 
Ann Mirabile '57, president. At the 
time oI its f~unding in October 1906, 
Ann remarked, the orchestra was 
composed mainly or violins. 
Mr. Thomas H. Proctor, professor 
emeritus of Philosophy, is a living 
history or the orchestra, according 
to Ann. Mr. Proctor joined the or-
chestra in 1924 and considers himself 
to be its oldest and most faithful 
member. He plays the cello and re. 
marked that what he does not have 
in talent he makes up for in en-
thusiasm. 
Holmes Develops Orchestr• 
Malcolm H. Holmes was conductor 
from 1933 to 1943. Mr. Proctor em-
phasized, "Mr. Holmes was an inspir-
ing conduct-Or with an abounding 
sense of humor and exacting stand-
ards." While he was conductor, many 
joint concerts were given with Har-
vard. 
"Mr. Holmes gave the orchestra a 
unique opportunity," Ann stated. ''lie 
Paul Hlndemuth conducts College 
Orchestr•. 
found many unpublished composi-
tions in Europe and arranged them 
for the e<>llege organization." Twe 
Amerioan premieres were presented 
while he was oonductor. In 1936 theF 
played C. W. von Gluck's Don Jua,. 
and in 1937 another oi von Gluck'• 
compositions. .Alceste. 
ContintmJ •ll Paoe Three 
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TV or not TV? 
Eisenhower delivered his acceptance speech in dormitory 
living rooms courtesy of student dues and the administration's 
permission. TV sets procured for the weekend and few days 
preceding November 6 provided a bonus opportunity for students 
to get a first-hand account of the election. Was this not a 
valuable educational experience? 
Admittedly not just a few Westerns appeared on campus 
screens. However, the fact that people found relaxation in chasing 
robbers across the Sierra Nevadas is not real evidence of gen-
erally corrupted minds. The dominant pressure on campus to 
do constructive things toward the education and perfection of 
self requires that a student take some time off. 
The value of ready access to signHicant people, events and 
places speaks for itself in the modern world's reliance on TV, 
radio, telephones. Wellesley has adopted all these media of 
communication except TV. Is it not time? 
Of course, no responsible advocate of acquiring TV sets 
ean neglect the consideration of money. No student wants the 
college to divert its efforts to increase faculty salaries toward 
the buying of a luxury. But, perhaps before 1984 condemns 
Wellesley for medieval tendencies, sufficient campus interest will 
have kindled some runds for TV sets. 
Medieval to Modern 
Congratulations to the people who revised the Court 
lystem! Al last Court is out of the Middle Ages and in the 
twentieth century! 
The changes provide for a General Court of faculty, adminis-
tration . and students which will meet in full or half sessions 
depending on the severity of a case. Previously the two courts 
hardly had the pleasure of acquaintance with each other, but 
were like two almost separate meetings of feudal lords. Court 
recognizes that the age of specialization has come. The student 
membership in the new Court is not a miscellaneous group of 
committee-heads thrown into a new context, but people whose 
experience and skill will develop through continuous contact. 
The fact that faculty and administration now play a part 
on both courts represents a healthy, modern outlook. Any linger-
ing associations with the Inquisition that the old "Superior" 
Court might have had are discarded. No longer are these mem-
bers esteemed for providing austere atmosphere; they are wel-
comed for their experience and modern awarenesses of justice. 
Women Tti Love 
Calendar 
Friday, November 1' 
3:15 a.m., Chapel Service, Miss Vir-
ginia V. Sides, Asslslanl to the Pres· 
ident. 
10:00 a.m. • 6:00 p.m., Clothes Cup· 
board. Alumnae Hall. 
8:00 p.m., "Six Characters in Search 
of an Author," Alumnae Hall. 
Saturday, November 13 
8:15 a .m., Chapel Service, Elizabeth 
A. Browning '57. 
8:00 p.m., "Sb<: Characters in $earth 
of an Author," Alumnae Hall. 
Sunday, November 14 
11:00 a.m., Chapel Service, Rev. Rob· 
ert B. Appleyard, Cbl·isl Church Green-
wlch, Connecticut. 
7:15 P·''.!c.:> ChaJ>(?l Fellowship, Col-
lege Hall u. 
Monday, November 1' 
8:15 a.m .. Cbapel Se1-vtce, Miss Teresa 
G. Frisch, Dean of Students. 
•:40 p.m., Poet's Reading, Marianne 
Moore, Pendleton. 
7:15 p.m., ltecreatlon Building, Clas· 
slcal Club, Slides or Egypl and Italy 
taken by Betsy Replogle '57. 
Tuesday, November 10 
8:15 a .m., Chapel Service, Miss Mary 
L. Coolidge, Philosophy Department. 
Wednesday, November 11 
1 :00 p.m., Chapel Sen·ice. MJss Clapp. 
Letters To The Editor 
To the Editor: 
Fortunately, few people around the 
campus have had, or will have, first 
hand experience with the function· 
ing of the caurts. So, perhaps there 
is need for further explanation than 
could be put into J.ast week's report 
on Senate or why the judicial sys-
tem is being changed. It is important 
that there be a structure which is 
un<krstandable lo everyone, as well 
as one which makes possible fair 
~atment o! each case. 
The aim of the "General Court" 
would be to cut out those existing 
distinctions between Superior and 
District Court which are superficial 
and invalid. Since a "Small Session" 
would be one half of the full court 
there could be designation simply on 
the basis of severity, and those con-
sidering the case would feel more 
lroo to pass it on io the entire court 
il necessary. 
, Perhaps the most important thing 
from my point of view is that there 
would be continuity, with an exper-
ienced membership which has the 
background for asking pertinent 
questions. This membership is to 
mclude representatives of The Aca· 
demic Council m both sessions for 
the first time. This policy is not only 
"consistent with the theory of Col-
lege Government" but it is recog-
J>ition 0£ the perspective of faculty 
and administration which has always 
led to more valuable understanding 
of i.Ddividual cases. 
The idea of continuity will be car-
ried through the Court Committee 
as well There will be a Junior mem-
ber who will serve throughout the 
academic year and bridge the gap 
at Spring Vacation, when the new 
C.G. officers bad previously been ex-
pected suddenly to become experts. 
What it adds up to may be called 
emc~ncy, the kind which, rather 
than being cold, will attempt to dis-
entangle the Chi.cf Justice and courts 
from ill-deimed, time consuming ma-
ehinery. Mo1·e time corud then be 
devoted to understanding treatment 
ef each case, which, alter all, is the 
purpose or our judicial system. 
Marcia Wright '57 
Chief Justice 
To too Editor; 
The following proposals on the cal-
endar day problem summarize var-
ious suggestions which have emerged 
from discussions with students and 
with members of the faculty. ·rhe 
proposals are presented to elicit fur-
ther constructive consideration of 
the problem, and do not aim to be 
a completed or coherent policy, nor 
necessarily to reflect the views of the 
writer. They are based on the con-
viction that it is essential to en-
sure reasonably good class attendance 
before and after vacations and re-
cesses, that general good-will and 
good intentions will not be adequate 
for this purpose, and that our so-
called "free.cutting system" should 
be maintained as far as possible. 
Because the majority or early de-
partures and late returns are for 
social reasons, it seems appropriate 
to have the penalty for unexcused 
lengthening of vacations a social ra-
ther than an academic one - that 
is, loss or late registration privi-
kges. Such a penalty presents a 
much more real choice to the stu-
dent and would not legislate class 
attendance which seems rightly to be 
a matter of individual decision. 
A student would simply be required 
to register in her dormitory by mid· 
night or 1 A.M. of the day on which 
she first bas classes following vaca· 
tion. calendar days following vaca-
tions would be abolished, but. the two 
calendar days preceding vacations 
would be maintained as at present. 
More equitable decisions might be 
made if the only ex<:used category 
for early departure 1>r late return 
were family emergency - death, 
serious illness, essential legal or bus-
mess matters, etc. Students attend-
ing marriages in the immediate fam-
ily or foreign students ~eding extra 
travel time could expect relatively 
light penalties. Late returns up to 
one hour and the two categories of 
minimum penalty could be handled 
by the House Council, possibly tbru 
the automatic imposition of a cer· 
tain number of irregularities. 
Requests for early departure would 
be filed, acted on and the penalty as-
signed in advance of the va.cation. 
Ea~h student who returned late 
would be responsible for filing a re-
port giving time of arrival and rea· 
son for late return, with the penalty quirement that all students be in 
to be assigned in accordance with the dormitories the night before 
published procedures. l<'ailures to ·'those days." This is assuming or 
file the report would automatically course that a student has signed out 
carry four weeks' loss or late i·egls- accordingly. Opportunity should ex-
tration privileges. ist for flexibility in arranging trans· 
U other cases than those above portation back to school. Those stu-
are to be dealt with by the House dents who didn't have classes on tihe 
Council, it would be essential to first day could use the time at lheir 
maintain absolute equality of treat· own discretion. 
ment in all dormitories. To assure A trial period might put unnatural 
this, categories would have to be emphasis on tlhe proposal so that 
very strictly established. the penalties students would not acl according to 
would. be automati~, and the d~tes their own desires for fear of p.ara-
on which the penalties would go mto ·lyzing the chances of the motion's 
effe<:t would be the same :Cor every- being ado ted. 
one. The Calendar Day Absence P 
Ann Geracimos '57 Committee would then function as 
a court of appeal for all cases not 
falling clearly within the specified Dear Crew: . 
categories and for any cases in which 
the individual feels a special appeal 
is waI1ranted by the circumstances. 
Eleanor R. Webster 
Assistant Professor or Chemistry 
To the Editor: 
I would like to offer a few sug-
gestions jn reply to the News edi· 
torial proposing a trial period for 
abolishing calendar days. The pro-
posal sounds logically feasible, but 
does it go along with the temptations 
common to us all? ''Intelle<:tual sUm· 
ulus'' as a reason for class attendance 
is more often the ideal and seldom 
the reality when there is the oppor· 
tunity of taking a less crowded train 
or of lengthening vacation time be-
cause a student oon N.tionalize to 
herself that nothing ilnportaflt will 
be happening the f~ day or classes. 
Class attendance is important to us 
all, but that is usually because we 
realize the necessity of it, both for 
ourselves an<l the professor. Ask your-
self · how many times you have 
skipped off to class llilppy m the 
knowledge that you were going to 
be in~llectually stimulated that day? 
Face the facts m yourself-joy of 
learning comes when you are ready 
to meet it. Attending class on any 
day is not a chore when a student 
llllderstands the reasons for it. 
Rather than drop restrictions re-
quiring class attendance before and 
after viacations, I would propose the 
college .first 1ry abolisblilg lale re· 
Fifty-seven worthy institutions 
would like to thank you for your 
help in .guiding the Good Ship S.O. 
on her service bound trip the world 
around. 
Emy Hatfield '57, Captain 
Liz Ettenheim '58, First Mate 
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Collegiate Novelist 
Gives Bitter Views 
Of Teen-Age World 
by Natalie Pfterson '57 
A frantic novel about adolescence 
and the growing-up process, Choco-
lates For Breakfast presents a dis-
tasteful and disturbing pictur~ of the 
eastern prep school and college set. 
The authoress, Pamela Moore, is a. 
eight.cen-year-old Barnard stud en t; 
One hopes that her novel is not 
drawn from the realms of ex_perience. 
Presents Decadent Teen Ager 
Miss Moore's message is presented 
simply, straightforwardly, and with 
an urgency that even the most casual 
re:ider cannot fail to grasp. One 
wonders, ho~ver. if her method of 
presentation might not have b1.-en 
somewhat more credible. 
It seems highly unnecessary that 
the nol'el's fifteen-year-old heroine, 
Com·tney Farrell, be subjected to so 
many of life's degrading elements in 
order to achieve her vision of the 
w o r 1 d. Alcoholism, homosexuality, 
suicide, divorce, promiscuity, and a 
succession of appallingly unattractive 
Yale men .al·e only a few <>f tbe things 
which Courtney witnesi>es, indeed ex-
periences, during the course of the 
novel. 
Characters Have Validity 
OI these, the most expertly treated 
is the subject of divorce and broken 
homes. Co\ntney is a child of di· 
vorced parents. A friend, Janet. bas 
parents who remain together only to 
maintain a home for their daughter. 
Miss Moore shows acute insight in 
the development of her charaeters, 
using these backgrounds as a basis. 
Both Courtney and Janet are given 
a definite sense of psychological vali-
dity through this .analysis of their 
home lives. 
Emotional and Thoughtful 
Though the book bases its appeal 
on emotional elements, there are 
many quiet sections which redeem it 
from the ranks of mere sensational-
ism. 
Courtney reflects contemptuously 
upon Hollywood's artificiality:"- it is 
man's business to improve upon ac-
tuality.'' She contemplates the uni-
verse: "Scientists try awfully l:ard -
to convince us of the minuteness of 
m;irvelously big things like the sky 
and mountains by break"ing them 
down into little atoms." 
Cynicism Becomes Optimism 
The novel does progress from. 
cynicism and m<>ral obliviousness 
to optimism. Early in the novel 
Courtney remarks, on the sub-
ject of her heavy drinking, "Daddy 
would filp." The reader discovers 
with relief that the novel is not to 
end on this note. 
One must admit that Courtney Far-
1·elJ, the child trying to be an adult 
in a world or childish adults, is a 
I.ascinating character. The plot in 
which she acts, however, is too con• 
trived lo be believable. At least, one 
hopes it is. But perhaps Chocolates 
For Breakfast is intended to leave 
an unpleasant aftertaste. 
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Attention, Poster Artists, 
November 15, 7:30 p.m., Art Build-
lng-:'lli~s Lois Swimoff. instn1ctor 
in the Art department, will conduct 
the second in a series of four lee· 
cutres and classes on "'Graphic Art 
and Poster Design." The purpose of 
the series is to "raise the level of 
esthetic quality of poster design 
Jer e al Wellesley.''" Students who 
expect to be doing poster pubHcity 
for the college or some of its aclivi· 
ties are invited to attend 
Denbeaux To Lead Olscusslon 
November 18, 7:15 p.m., Chapel 
Lounge-'"Why Is There Suffering in 
God's World" will be the topic dis-
cussed by Mr. Ferdinand Denbeaux, 
associate professor of Biblical His-
tory, at Chapel Fellowship, 
According to Yvonne Yaw '57, 
bead of Chapel Fellowship, discus-
sion rather than lecture will be 
stressed. She hopes that people will 
come with Ideas, ready to discuss 
them. 
Miss Moore To Read 
November 19, 4:40 p .m., Pendle-
ton - Marianne Moore, teacher, 
translator, librarian, editor. but pri· 
marily poet. will read from her own 
works. She has ,published numerous 
volumes of poems, among them 
Poems, Selected Poems. and her 
most recent work, Like A Bulwark. 
A translation of La Fontaine's Fables 
and a book of criticism are also 
among her pubHcations. . 
About her work, Mr. David Ferry, 
assistant professor in the English 
department, said, "Miss Moore is 
too celebrated to need any com· 
ment." 
Budget ing In In Marrlage 
November 19, 7 :15 p.m., Pomeroy. 
In the first of the series of th.-ee 
annual lectures on marriage. Mrs. 
Hilda Kahne, assistant professor in 
Orchestra . • 
• 
Continued from Page One 
Hindemith Guest Conductor 
ln 1!>40 the orchestra had the great 
honor of playing one of Paul Hinde· 
mith':< pieces conducted by the com· 
poser himself. '"This occasion was 
one of the high points of the hi.~tory 
of the org anization," Ann commented. 
"ln 1951 the orchestra was at a low 
ebb and was then built up again by 
Mrs. Duesenberry," Ann remarked. 
It is now composed of 50 members. 
Ann said that the orchesLra has 
evolved from playing light works to 
serious compositions by Beethoven 
an d Mozal't. 
In January the orch estra will give 
a concert with M.I.T., feati1ring a 
composition 'Jy Mr. Hubert W. Lamb, 
professor oI Music. 
SPECIALI 
Velvet Hunt Caps .... from $11.11 
Hunt1n1 B11ff 
Corduroy Breeches .•. from $11.15 
All·Wtol Black Melton Coate 
from $29.50 
fngllsh Model 
Black Riding Boot.s ••. from $17.95 
"SADDLEBILr' KENTUCKY JOOS 
Famous for Superior Fit & 
Workmanship 
$9.95 to $35 
Saddles, New r. Used, All Kinds 
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Miss Moore 
second contemporary literature lee· 
tl1re sponsored by the Education 
Committee. 
Beginning his talk with an ex· 
planation of Sartre's "philosophy 
proper," M. Francois will then show 
how these views appear in four of 
the writer's works: Nausea, Age of 
Reaso1i, Reprieve, and Troubled 
Sleep. 
M. Francois sta ted tllat he has 
chosen this approach to his topic-
because "Sartre's ph ilosophy is such 
an important part of his literary 
works.'' 
Mold E>Cpert To Speak 
November 28, 4:45 p.m., Room 100, 
Sage Hall '"Fungi and Fellowmen"-
A leading aulhoruy on molds and 
a famous lecturer in the field o! 
biology, Dr. William H. Weston, Jr. 
has chosen this liUe Cor a talk which 
the department of Economics, will will bt. sponsored l>Y Ute Botany 
speak on budgeting. Basing her talk and Zoology departments. Dr. Wes· 
on questions submiHed by seniors, ton is currently teaching a course 
she will discuss the economic aspects in biology at Harvard University, 
of married life. and is carrying on government re· 
The lectures Lhis year are open search at the Quartermasters Depot 
only to seniors. Juniors may secure in Natick, studying the effect of 
special permission to attend from climate on military equipment and 
members of the committee headed personnel. 
by Bunny Shore '57. 
Sartre's Philosophy Exa mined 
November 26, 7:30 p .m., Severance. 
The existentialist philosophy of Jean 
Paul Sartre will be discussed by 
Carlo F rancois, assistant professor 
in the department of French, in the 
Election Analysis 
November 28, 7:30 p.m., Pendle· 
ton: James MacGregor Burns, pro-
fessor of Political Science at 
Williams College, will give an anaJy. 
sis of the 1956 Presidential Election, 
Mrs. Kah ne 
Walter R. Fleischer 
in an ::ill college lecture sponsored 
by Forum and the All College Lec-
ture Committee. Professor Burns is 
the author of The Lion and the Fox, 
a recenUy published book about 
Franklin Delano Roosevelt. 
Professor Burns was a temporary 
expert consultant on the Hoover 
Commission in 1948, and a resident 
professor at the London School of 
Economics and Political Science in 
1949. He was also ex~utive secre-
M. Francois 
Waller R. Fleischer 
tary of the Non-ferrous Metals Com-
mission from 1942 to 1943. 
Fh·st Saturday Movie 
December 1, 7:30 and 10:00 p.m., 
Pendleton . The Student Entertain· 
men! Committee will pre~ent Hl!nry 
V, starring Laurence Olivier and 
Robert Newton. An Academy Award 
winner, the tech nicolor film is 
closely adapted from Shakespeare's 
play. 
~ .............................................. ~ 
• • • • • 
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: i Don't take a chance i 
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IT'S FOR REAL! by Chester Field 
i~#~~H#####H##~######H#H####H## 
Eliot House r resents 
"The Point After" 
Following the Harvard~Yale Game I 
Featuring 
The Wif f enJloofs 
As Intermission Entertainment 
SULTRY SCENE WITH THE HOUSE-PARTY QUEEN 
She sat next to me on the train that day 
And a wave of perfume wafted my way 
-A dangerous scent that is called "I'm Batil0 
D eliberat ely made to drive men mad . 
I tried to think thoughts that were pure and good 
I did the very best that I could! 
But alas, that perfume was stronger than I 
I gave her a kiss • • . and got a black eyel 
If kissing strangers has its dangers, in 
smoking at least enjoy the real thing, the 
big, big pleasure of a Chesterfield Kin.gt 
Big size, big flavor, smoother 
all the way because it's packed 
more smoothly by Accu·Ray. 
Like your pleasure big? 
A ChHterffeld King has Everytfttngl 
. { 
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Munger Crew!? PS 
1Metronolitan Opera Star Renders 
Dor1n Corn petition; r 
Severance Second 
Munger was the ,.inner as "Catch-
two-three-four'' rang out over Lake 
Waban, Thursday. NO'Vember 8, the 
afternoon of the dorm crew finals. 
Severance crossed 'he finish line sec-
end, followed by Navy. 
Song- Cycles • in Native Language 
Judges marked the shells on a 
poini system for their form as they 
.llloved up to the starting position. 
Actual racing form and speed also 
influenced the j1rdges' decision, ac-
eord ing to B. J. Bloomer '57, head 
•! Crew. The winning team had a 
total 0£ 77.9 out of a possible 90 
points. 
Crowd Cheers Winner 
Though there were few spectators 
at the p1·eliminaries, a large number 
iurned out for the finals. Lolly 
Penick '57, president of A.A. felt 
that thb was "pretty good for rainy 
weather." 
B. J. reported that Crew has elect-
ed its new oJYicers. 
'J'hey are Mary Miller '59, head 
• I Crew, and her two assistants. 
J'aith Foss '60 and Vicki Garriques 
'SO. 
by Dorotl1y Seiclei '58 
"Nothing is easier and more re-
warding for me than to sing the 
music of Faure in my native Jangu-
;ige," exclaimed Basque-born Met-
Mr. Singher 
ropolitan baritone :\1artial Sin~hcr. 
Making his Wellesley debut in the 
second or the Concert Series at· 
tractions November 12. Mr. Singher 
performed works by Faure. Schu-
maml, Rameau, and Irving Fine, 
professor of Music at Brandeis: 
Contrasts Song-Cycles 
"The song cycle is a higher form 
of vocal art than the ~olo aria;• 
Mr. Singher rema1·ked, alluding to 
the Faure and Schumann song cycles 
on the program. "Characterization 
must be more varied, since, essenti· 
ally, one is telling a story." 
Schumann's Dicliterliebe, the 
opera star belie\•ed, stirred more 
response from the audience than 
did Faure's La Bon11c Clio11so11 The 
extreme of joy and despair which 
describe a poet in IO\'e characterize 
the former work, while the latter is 
a group of songs anticipating a mar-
riage with one-s beloved. "A broken 
heart .is always more interesting 
than a happy heart," Mr. Singher 
observed. 
Language Is No Barrier 
"I feel terribly my clumsiness in 
Question: What's ·funny, honey? Answer: 
"\ I/ -~:: ,......~, 
' 
English." stated Mr. Singher, who 
performed lo French and German as 
well during the cou1·se of the pro-
gram. He recalled singing a good 
deal in Spanish while in South 
America. Ex-perience gleaned from 
concert tours on three continents 
reinforced his belief that "Music b 
th~ only international language." 
· When the Metropolitan comes to 
Boston th.is spring, Mr. Singher will 
be apJ?earing as Scarpia in Tosca 
for the first time, in addition to 
his roles in Tales of Hoffman and 
The Marriage of ~garo, among 
others. He will sing no more Car-
men. '·As you grow older you gratl-
uate from role to role," he asserted. 
Accompanies Own Song 
At-companying Mr. Singher in 
Children's Songs for Grownups, the 
last ntunber on the program, was its 
composer, lrYing Fine. Commission1.:d 
to •·write something cheerful" for 
the Julliard School's fiftieth anni-
;ersary celebration last year, Mr. 
Fine remarked, "l like setting light 
things to music occasionally." 
• 
IF YOU'RE A SMOKER who's never tried a 
smoke ring, get in there and si;art puffing. 
While you're at it, remember: Lucky smoke 
rings come from fine tobacco. This makes no 
difference to the smoke ring, but it does to 
you. You see, fine tobacco means good taste, 
and Luckies' fine, naturally good-tasting 
tobacco is TOASTED to taste even better. 
So make your next cigarette a Lucky, and 





WllAT 1' " Cll 
STUCK FOR DOUGH? I 
START STICKLING! 
MAKE $25 
We'll pay $25 for every Stickler we print-and for hundreds 
more that never get used! So start Stickling-tliey're eo easy 
you can think of dozens in seconds! Sticklers are simple riddles 
•with two-word rhyming answers. Both words must bave the 
eame number of syllables. (Don't do drawings.) Send 'em all 
wit.h your name, address, college and class to Happy-Joe-





Luckies Taste Better 
CLEANER, FRESHER, SMOOTHER I 
portiol Marahal 
SteedFUrJ 
~.T.C.. PJIODVCT OJ' ~~cf'~ AMz.tICA' I 1.•ADINO J,IANVJ'ACTVR•tt OP ClGARETT&I 
i\1•f l11~tr11eto1· 
lleads G1·aphie 
D esign Cou1·se 
Supplementing the standard cur-
riculum a~ceat oa the fine arts, the 
Art department is offering a course 
in graphic art and posler design. 
Miss Lois Swirnoff, instructor of 
Art, opened the first of four meet-
ings with a discussion on lhe re,. 
tionship between poster design a 
the fine arts. This general lcctu1 
examined the elements of design 
which the group will incorporate in-
dh idually on the future Thursday 
meetings. 
Fine Arts Influence Posters 
"There could not be the applied 
art~ without the fine arts;· Miss 
SI\ irnolf emphasized. As examples 
~he noted the relationship between 
a 'vlondrian painting and a title page 
from a book, as an illustration 
Pointing out the influence of pho-
tography on poster work, Miss Swir-
nofl compared a picture from the 
group, "Family of Man," with a March 
of Dimes poster. 
1······::~::::~:······1 
+ Italian and : 
+ American + 
: RESTAURANT INC. t ! Our new and modern prh·ate t 
+ Dining Room for Weddings, + 
: Banquets. Parties, etc. :. 
+ Seating Facilities up to 200" • 
: ' . + Finest tatian Cuisine Pizza + 
: Ordt•rs lo Take Out : 
+ Air Conditioned + 
• • 




21 Brookline St. + 
: 1 Minute from + 
: Central Sq., Cambridge : 
: O!>en Daily 11 A.M. to 12 P.~. i 









Other Fine Jewelry 
College Seal 
Plates and Glassware 
WE 5-1008 
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New Publication Presents 
College Students' Poetry 
Lynne Lawner Gabrielle Ladd Kim Kurt 
"They have risked themselves in· be writing all my life although I 
10 poems," said Mr. Philip Booth in· don't know if poetry will be the final 
strudor in the English department form," she observed. Gabrielle's pos-
in his introducton of fourteen stu- sible plans include writing and mar· 
dent poets whose writings appear in riage. Kim is still indefinite about 
the current issue of New World the future. 
Writiug.. "A good reading can be "If He Stroke My Cheek" is the 
their be,;t luck," he remarked. title of Lynne Lawner's poem. Gab-
Mr. Booth selected the undergradu- , rielle Ladd has described a painting 
ate poetry on the basis of varitty and by Grunewald in her poem, "Mathes 
form. "Submi,,5ion,, were invited from de Maler." About her contribution 
poel5 who were also teachers," Mr. "Spruce," Kim admitted "I wrote 
Booth noted. Over twenty poets about some trees ihat turned out 
throughout the country entered fh·e not to be spruce." 
or six or their best student endeavors. 
Included among the published selec-
tions were poems by three pupils of Ellis • 
Richard Wilbur, associate professor • • 
of English: Lynne Lawner '57, Kim Continued from Page One 
Kurt '58 and Gabrielle Ladd '58. 
Value Critical Reaction 
Asked about their reactions to ap· 
pcaring in print. all three girls ad-
mitted being pleased. Aside from the 
satisfat'lion or communication per se. 
Lynne Lawner stressed the value of 
recel\ ing cntic:;l comments from 
teachers and friends. Kim Kurt felt 
"one of the mo~t exciting experiences 
was ~ecin.!! the work of other writers 
our age." "You can't just write for 
~'ourst'IC:' observed Gabrielle Ladd. 
The young poetesses commented 
on the new experience of having 
over 50,000 readers. While they have 
all contl'ibuted previously to Key-
11ote. their appea1·ance in New World 
Writing marks their first publicatiou 
on an international scale. 
Future Plans Indefinite 
Each one hopes lo continue her 
writing. Lynne, who is trying for a 
Fulbright Scholarship to Italy, plans 
to do graduate work in comparative 
literature. 'Tm definitely going to 
:················ .. ····· • • • • : Good Clzinese : 
: tmd American : 
: Food : 
+ • i CHIN'S VILLAGE ! 
• • + Route 9 • i 981 Worchester Street : 
: Wellesley : 
+ WEiiesiey S-4481 : 
: ....................•. : 






The Arabs demand that Israel give 
up the extra land, and Israel refuses, 
be explained. 
Will Speak on Crisis 
Mr. Ellis said that he plans to out-
line the United Slates' policy toward 
the Middle East, and to attempt an 
analysis of the recent Middle East-
ern crisis in the next two lectures. 
The second lecture is tonight, and 
the third will be held on Xovcmber 
29. 
The seminars are being held in 
the Wayland Library under the 
joint sponsorship of the Wayland 
United Nations •Association, Friends 
of the Wayland Library, and the 
Wayland League of Women Voters. 
Anyone interested in a t ten din g 
should contact Mr. Ralph Greenlaw, 
assistan1 professor of History. 
Matching 
U.S. Roynster® 
Cool, approx. $5.95. 
Hat, $1.65 
Sullivan ... 
Continued from Page One 
force, added to the fierce demand 
for nationalism. focuses the .. fiery 
Greenhouse Features 
Fall Flower Display 
passions of the area,'' lo quote .\fr. 
Snlli\'an. 
It is the tragedy of the Moslem 
by Dori Dora11Z '59 
Porn-porns ... feathers ... bul· 
world, commented Mr. Sullivan, lhal tons ... cushions. A new doodall 
it is trying oo absorb Western ideas 
shop? No, It's the Botany deparl-
while it strikes out at the political ment's chrysanthemum exhibit! 
dominance of long-standing im· During the entire n1onth of No-
peiri..alism. The Arabs constitute a vember, Wellesley College students 
"populous and uncommitted area" 
will have an opportunity to view a 
which could be the decisive force in 
special showing of chrysanthemums, 
the modern balance of powe1·, assert· announced Mrs. Delaph.ine R. Wyck· 
ed Mir. Sullivan. 
British, French Know Area 
Historically, the British and the 
ftench are well acquainted with the 
\fiddle East. Because they feel that 
they have had experience in the 
area, Vbey have often misconstrued 
the policies of the United States, 
especially as regards lihe develop· 
ment of oil resources, Mr. Sullivan 
commented. 
Thus tlhere has been no COl)sistcnt 
policy in regard to the Near IDast. 
Russia, said Mr. Sullivan, "has not 
even had to work as she thought she 
would to convince the ,Arabs that 
she is their best friend." The W esi· 
ern colonial powers live in the past 
and have as yet advanced no dy· 
namic policy to solve the problems 
o( the area. 
The tragic implications of the 
present situation are heightened, in 
)fr. Sullivan's mind, by ihe fact that 
the United States does not pos~ess 
the initiative in the area. Russia has 
the adva11tage and can follow a 
ruthless, opportunistic policy. West-
em policy for the ::\1iddle East, em-
phasized Mr. Sullivan, must be de• 
veloped as a whole. He asserted 
that in de-aling with a problem so 
intnicate as Vbe Middle East and 
with an opponent so practical as 
Russia, "the West ii at a disad· 
vantage because of strong moral 
issues influencing its policy." 
Let 
it 
off, associate professor and chairman 
of the Botany department. The flow-
ers are on display in the cold-tern· 
perale room of tile greenhouses. 
Highlights Cascade 
One of the outstanding features of 
t.he exhibit is a cascade of chrysan· 
themums, Mrs. Wyckoff noted. This 
group of button-type flowers was 
grown on a horizontal wire mesh 
When the wire was lowered, the 
buds turned up. creating a waterfall 
effect of golcl and white. This ar-
rangement is also bein.g featured as 
the "Plant of the Week" in Sage 
Hall. 
WilJiam Jennings, head g.reenhouse 
man, pointed out several exhibits of 
special interest. Among these was 
a group of chrysanthemum plants 
Honor Basis •.• 
Cof1ti11ued from Page Oiie 
academic work .should be allowed 
more application in the social area. 
One popular suggestion was that a 
wider choice of "after ten" taxi.s 
should be available. 
All students will ha,'e a chance to 
discuss the results of the Gray Book 
tests and present lurther suggestions 
at a special open meeting of Senate 
after Thanksgiving. This discussion 
meeting is an innovation this fall 
and it is hoped that there will be 
wide attendance so that college opin-







// ~ Sou'weSTER 
us.G ~ ·'·"···~·••·· S•·· " 
Take command of sassy weather Jike 
an ol<l salt iu these saucy Sou'wester 
U. S. Gaytees. Wear them with the 
fla~hing metal bucl<les fastened or 
llapping. Son'westers pull over shoes 
easily, keftP 'em slick as a whistle. 
And to cl~an Sou' westers, just wipe 
illsitle and out with a damp doth, 
'fhey dry for instant wear. Get 
Sou'wcslcr U. S. Gaytees now. 
$3.95 
Yell ow, red, blue, 
~ black or white, witlt 
corduroy trim. 
li:rtl\\ n under conditions of controlled 
sunlight. 
Sf-oowr. Football Flower 
The chrysanthemum is known as a 
short-day plant, Mr. Jennings elll.• 
plained. That is, it blooms from late 
Augu.st until the first heavy frost -
when the days are growing shorter, 
By utilizing the controlled light 
met hod, he emphasized, the florist 
can provide chrysanthemums o\·er a 
longe1· sp;m of time. 
When a~ked what species o~ the 
plant is used as the traditional foot· 
ball flo\\ er, Mr. Jennings h1dicated 
a group of three to five feet high 
golden chr;i.santhemums. Calling 
attention to a huge crimson flower 
among them, he smiled knowingly -
"That·~ ·for Han·ard!" 
J\lrs. Wyckoff declared that an ex. 
hibit of Christmas plants will high-
light December in the greenhouses. 
Orchids will be displayed in mid· 
winter, she added. while ''we'll steal 
a march on .spring with an exhibit 
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For Reservations Call 
HAn.cock 6-7575 
• Ott(. ()f the Boston Area 
Ho1els in which Wellesley 
gil'ls may secure peTmission 




WE 5-5000 Open Fri. ETea. United States Rubber .A Hih:on Hotel 
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Take a break after those quizzes 
Give yourself a lift - come into 
HILL & DALE 
- GLASSES BY 
THE WELLESLEY OPTICAL CO., INC. 
Serving The Eyes That Serve You 
Prescriptions Fiiied • Contact Lenses • Repairs Made 
Your Only Local Guild Optician 
Chapel A.A. Forum 
Eva Fo~nady Barbara Goodwin Elizabelh Hornung 
Elaine Tsien SuS<Jn Hand Betsy Harris 
C~·nth1a Cole Jan Magoon Susan Waterous 
Ch iistina Page Wingate Eddy Helen Vagelos 
Eliza~lh Davi:; Christine Brncc Roberta Palmer 
Mary Baker Anne .fohnsto11 Kalka Houdek 
Jud.>' Hinson Barbara Shofor Elinor Clark 
Victoria Wclb Toni Schoolman Susan Ruppert 
Sally O'Brien Barbara Dunlop Junia Groliot 
Carol Harris Kitty Irving Sally Berger 
Anne Brown Molly Sanderson Martha Noel 
Marina Turkevieh Ricky Lord Ginny Teare 
Diana Sloat Carol Reed Dobree Adams 
Sally Crommelin Sheila Prial ~~ ... Michelle Etcheverry Priscilla Pierce 
Skin, Scalp And Hand 
Treatments - Permanents 
Styling 
Cosmetics and Brushes 
Available For I fome Use 
........................ 
• • ! THE NILE i 
• • 
• Syrian and American : : . 
: Restaurant . : 
: s pecializing in: Shish Kebab.! 
:Kufta, Mishwi, Chicken or+ 
:Steak on Skewers. Famous: 
!Syrian Salad. i 
+ 52 Hudson St., Boston, Mass. + 
+ Devonshire 8·7754 + 
WE 5 ·2423 574 WASHINGTON (Seiler Bloc kl • • ~······················~ 
I • 
SO to Clothe 
Charity Dolls 
For Children 
by Perrny Iugram 'GO 
"The good ship S.O." sets sails 
.again; the i><>rt !or this voyage is 
Boston; the cargo consists of approx-
imately 300 plastic baby dolls, de-
signed to provide Christmas hap 
ncss for unfortunate children. 
Clothing the dolls has been left 
up to the imagination of the indi· 
vidual studenl. The dolls were dis-
tributed to the dormitories by S.O. 
repn•sentatives on November 13, and 
volunteers have taken over Irom 
there. The project will end next 
Tuesday at which time the dolls will 
be boxed by the Collage and sant lo 
the Boston post office right afl<.'r the 
Thanksgiving vacation. 
Agencies Get Dolls 
From the post office, the dressed 
dolls will be distributed to approxi· 
mately 13 hospitals. clinics, and 
charity agencies within the Bo9ton 
area. Each of the organizations will 
receive 15 to 30 dolls apiece to give 
out to I.he children where they feel 
the most joy will result, 
"Each year, the agencies and hos· 
pitals heartily welcome these gifts," 
stated Susie Packer '58. chairman of 
this year's S e r v l c e Organizatlon 
Christmas doll project. 'They !eel 
<that the dolls do much to add to the 
happiness of the Christmas season 
for I.he youngsters." 
Provides Patterns 
Ba~ic patterns for robes. trouser~, 
playsuits, bonnets, and knitted sweat-
ers arc provided !or the 15 to 20 
v o I u n teer "seamstresses" in each 
dorm by the Service Organization iu 
the form of mimeographed sbcet<;, 
"But thc~e by no means limit you," 
declared Susie. "These baby dolls 
can be dressed in many w.ays. We 
do insist. however, that the dolls· 
clothing be easy to handle ancl 
rather durable." 
1'he dolls, whi<:h were ordered 
from a Boston toy firm this summ<.'r. 
are uniform in size and they are all 
regular "baby" dolls. 
Tiris year the cutest doll from each 
dorm will be chosen and di!.played 
at Gre<.'n Hall before all the doll:> 
are shipped to Boslon. 
Dorm Door Plates 





For Prompt Postpaid Service 
Please Print Your Nome Clearlf 
Sizes vary: l"xl" to t"x+" 
Excellent for Gifts 
Moil $I .00 to 
PAMELA PEMBROKE 
854 Emmett St., Schenectady 7, N. Y. 





Wellesley Business Service 
32 Church Street 
We 5·1045 
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Anthropologist Views 
Our Double Standard 





b11 Phoebe Rogosin •sa 
Today's emphasis on "equality at 
any cost" is robbing men of their 
~11scullnity and women of their ma-
That jazz is "not so much a type oC 
ever before." }}owever, there is no material as a way of playing" was 
"equality" in terms of social punish· emphasized by jazz commentator 
me1;1t in regard lo illegitimate chi!- John McLellan, assisted b~ Herb 
dren. Pomeroy and his band Friday evening 
al femininity according to Mar-
g":fret Mead, president ol the World 
FoundatiQll for Mental Health and 
Professor of Anthropology at Colum-
bia 'University. 
Speaking on "Women: A Single 
View of the Double Standard" in her 
Ford Hall Forum leetu.re last Sunday 
night, Dr. Mead stressed that by 
trying to make "equal", rather than 
"comparable", two naturally asym-
Jru!trical beings, we are "lopping off 
part ol the life of each." By seeking 
to deny that the physical .and psycho-
logical hauirds which women -
married or not - incur f.rom sexual 
relationships are different from those 
of men, we are robbing women of 
that 'protection' which they need 
and which our society demands," 
11he said. 
NHd Mutu•I " Protection" 
Dr. Mead st.ressed that the great-
est "protection" which our society 
can offer is to give young people a 
"set1se of respo11sibility directed to-
wards chHd-bearing and child-rear-
ing.• This, she feels, will enable 
them to establish an ''ethical cus-
tody" over the distinctive aspects of 
each other. While the man will pro-
tect the girl's ''biologically maternal" 
nature, she will in turn protect his 
masculine role of "mobility" and 
''risk." 
Noting that one " could11't be in 
favor of a double standard" in a 
lecture because of the eternal cry of 
"what's sauce for the goose is sauce 
for the gander," she pointed out that 
there are certain "irreversibles" in 
women's lives. She emphasized that 
the great freedom of a single stand-
ard is possible to women only until 
they become pregnant. 
With humorous and wittily·serious 
illustrations, Dr. Mead traced the de-
velopment of "equalitariani.sm" dur-
ing the past 15 years and its different 
effects on the two sexes. In general, 
the trend has been towards "more 
equal roles or men and women both 
inside and outside the home than 
Trend Forces E'a rly Marr iage 
The generalized "equalitarian" 
trend has also led to social pressures 
on early maniages and on all men's 
marrying. "Today a man doesn't dare 
say he wants to be a b<lchelor il he 
wants a good job or a law degree," 
Dr. Mead observM 
According to Dr. Mead, this "pre-
mature maternity" in a man, which 
is brought abou t by early marriages 
and early children, is a threat to his 
masculinity. On the other band, 
women who are seldom in the home 
are not fulfilling their '·natural" roles 
either. 
Schwarz ••• 
Continued from Page One 
ultimate loss of IJhe entire satellite 
system, or lo crush Uie revolts with 
armed force. 
In reference to the influence oC 
United States foreign policy on the 
central European situation, Mr. 
Schwarz queried, "What can we do 
otlher than state disapproval or brutal 
suppression of a magnificent up-
rising?" 
Colon ia lism Jssue Distracts Neut rals 
Unable to act witaiout Soviet ac· 
quiescence, the United Nations can 
serve to confirm international mO'l'al 
convictions about the satellite nation-
alist movements, Mr. Schwarz feels. 
"World opinion bas been very dis· 
tracted because old antipathies to 
western colonialism have been 
aroused among the Asian-African 
peoples by the English and French 
action in Egypt,'' he asserted. 
Mentioning a f.avorable result of 
ihe rebellions from the western 
point of view. Mr. Schwarz declared, 
"We are no longer presented with 
the spectre of a monolithic com-
munist regime." He explained the 
recent uprisings as part of a series 
of cracks in tibe Soviet power struc-
ture which may eventually lead to 
its disintegration, but no one can 
say when this will be. 
•• ############~#######~#############~~###########~ 
FRANKLIN N. WOOD ; 
WE 5-5264 










RENT -a· CAR AGENT 
Plan to drive a late model car for that Trip. 
SPECIAL WEEKEND RATF.s: Friday 6:00 p.m. 
through Sunday lO:oo· p.m., $12.00 plus $.08 
a mile. 
Wellesley Fells Taxi and Bus Lines. Inc. 
' 
at the Wellesley Junior High School. 
Sponsored by the Smith College 
Club of Wellesley ror its scholar ship 
fund, the program included an analy-
sis of t he component parts of jazz 
and an account o! the development 
of its forms and arti.sis. 
Juxmen Unique, lnfluentlel 
Mr. McLellan noted that the jazz 
sound is a personal o ne, an expres-
sion of the ind ividual. It is this fNe· 
dom of expression Vtat is the trade 
mar k of jazz. 
The be.at was acknowledged as the 
essence of jazz. "The jazzman will 
do anything to get it; without it be 
cannot do anyth ing." The rhythmic 
beat of a tomtom backstage empha· 
sized Mr. McLellan's words. 
Fluidity Essential 
Improvisation is one of t he funda-
mental tools of the j.azz musician. 
The only rule is that "the improvised 
melody must fit in with the basic 
harmony." Mr. McLellan noted that 
classical ragtime died because- of its 
rigidity, and lack of opportunity for 
rmprovisation. 
With the growth of the big bands. 
the necessity for one-man leader· 
composer · arranger · i.qtprovisor in· 
creased, he conlinued. Each of these 
musical handymen wrote for his own 
particular group. The foremost jack· 
of-all-trades of the big band era was 
Duke Ellington, who said, "Even more 
than the piano, my band is my in-
strument." 
J an Cools Down 
From BeBop evolved "cool" jazz, 
otherwise1known as prog1·essive jazz. The "cool" jazzmen play quietly, as 
if to themselves. Although Miles 
Davis was its founder, Woody Her-
man and Stan Getz were its .foremost 
promoters, h e explained. 
Having brought the audience up to 
the present in the history of j;:zz, Mr. 
McLellan looked into the future. Mr. 
Pomeroy and his band played an 
atonal "piece of tht future" written 
by Jaki Byard, a member of the band. 
Mr. Byard wrote most of the original 






Centrally located near Kenmore 
Square in Boston • • • convenient to 
rail depots • • • airports .•• and rapid 
subway service to all parts of the city, 
Special Somerset facilities for theatre 






Siii&1e with running water ....o..:f3.3o 
Single with bath -··--1 5,Sj) 
P.ouble-bedded rooms - · 7.00 
twin-bedded rooms ---""" 8.80 
Jtiple -.-................. - ............. $11.~ 
AIM ntH fw 4 tr Miff It Mill 
&'~ 
400 Commonwealth Avenue 
Boston 15, Mass. KEnlTIOl't 6-2700 
Chii1ese Student Admires 
Wellesley Spirit, Scenery 
El•lne Tslell 
''When I read Little Women, I was 
especially impressed with J o,'' says 
Elaine Tien, Beebe freshman from 
Hong Kong, "Most oI t he Wellesley 
girls are like her - indcpendcnit, 
friendly, and spirited." 
Elaine considers cooperation one 
of the trademarks of a Wellesley 
girl . She was very impressed with 
Junior Show which demonstrated, 
she said, how clever people can 
work together to produce something 
incorporating many talents. Elaine 
farther adds that from the instant 
the Vil Junior greeted her the girls 
have been friendly. kind, and eager 
to .help her adjust to Wellesley life. 
Admires Wellesley Scenery 
Here at Wellesley the tree-covered 
hills and the morning mist over the 
lake arouse her admiration. The 
rapid adjustment from outside cold 
to indoor heat, however, is a new 
























Person.al Laundry, Rugs. 
Blankets, Curtains, Pillows, 
Leather Goods- Storage, 
All types of Dry Cleaninq 
See Your Agent 
IN YOUR RESIDENCE HALL 
FOR REGULAR SERVICE 
"It's the Best" 
"IC it hadn't been for Nelly, in 
charge of the Beebe dining 1·oom, I 
wouldn't have survived 'waiting on',• 
declares Elaine. Once introduced to 
the complications of the kitchen, 
howe' er. s.he marveled at the dish· 
washer and the abundance of hot 
water. The washer and dryet' and 
also the "long" American cars are 
other conveniences wbich Elaine ad-
mires in this country. 
Af,ter an 111-day boat idp across 
the Paci.lie, Elaine bad an oppor tu· 
nity to see some of the well-known 
sights of the country before ar riving 
at Wellesley. Stopping for the Moon 
Festival in Chinatown, she also saw 
the brid.ges and bays of San Fran-
cisco. The Rockies were an out-
standing scene of beauty to her. 
Elaine shares the opinion of poople 
who cha1·acterize New York as the 




l'\OVEMBER 21 to Logan 
Leaving 2:35 sharp 
Jane Ca~ey & Carol Zimmerman 
We 5-4640W 
Travel 
44 Different ways to see EUROPE 
Choo~e your own with SITA! 
Toni Field, Bates, We 5-1828M 
Pushpa 'and, Claflin, We 5.0614W 
Rooms to Rent 
Mrs. Edwin Swanson 30 Eliot Street 
2 minute from Campus 
Large room-private bath, garage 
Rates: $3. OL 3-7032 
Mrs. John C. Adams 
58 Cotton Street We 5·4831\V 
" ithin walking clislance 
from Campus and Vil 
Ra.tes: $3.00-single 
$5.00-double 
Rates: $3.00-single $5.00-double 
Mr~. Robe,.t Hampson 7 Cross Street 
near the Campus 
We 5-3031!11 
Double room: $3 per person 
Mi~s C':iroline Holt We 5-1843R 
19 Appleby Road 
near Homestead 
Single room: S3.00 
\1rs. J. R. Duggan We 5·1587 
680 Washington Street 
Sin~le room $3.50 
Twin-bed room $6.00 
Miss Lilla Weed 
9 Roanoke Road 
~3.00, breakfast $.50 
Mrs. Enid G. Fairbairn 
18 Upland Road 
We 5-2708 Rates: $3 
Dr. D. Willgoose 
1175 Great Plain Ave. 
Dedham $4 per night 
Mrs. John s. Nich-011 
15 Leighton Rd. off Washington St. 
near the back gate 
We 5-0420W Rate: $2.50 
To Sell 
SWEATHERS 




a ZIPPO lighter 
Order NOW for Christmas 
Call Nell Fisher by N-0v. 2 
Cozy racoon coat, good for brisk 
mornings, .football ~mes; size ~ 
%length. Good condition • 
$25. We 5-3667 
Lost and Found 
All Ye Readers of the 
Cllassi.fied Section! 
In the Rec. Building 
a Frat. Pin was found. 
- This i~n't the pin mentionned Last 
week, '.r.hanks for the response and 
keep wartchi:ng the CLASSIFIED! 
,/ 
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This Week Boston 
by Je1111ifer Hopkin.~ ':'i" 
Cin ema 
Tl1e Teu Commaudment.~ A dra-
matic version of the telling ot the 
story of Moses and the giving of 
the Holy Laws to the children of 
Israel. Con troversy will no do11bt 
arise over whether or not the por-
trayal of Moses as a hero by modern 
liltandards is consistent with the 
Biblical figure. 1'he spectacle is pro-
duced by Cecil B. De:vlille with a 
cast including Charlton Heston, Yul 
Brynner, Anne Baxtel'. and Edward 
G. Robinson. Opens November 20 
at the Astor. 
Richard Ill. Laurence Olivier stars 
in thjs colorful version of Shakes-
peare's pl ay. It had its New England 
(AHlhor o/ " Bar.foot Bn-v WW\ Clteek," et e.) 
LITTLE STORIES WITH BIG MORALS 
First Little S tory 
O nce upon a time when the inventors of the airplane 
were very small boys, the roof on their house developed 
a terrible leak. A repairman was called to fix it. He set 
his ladder against the side of the house, but it was a 
very tall house and his ladder was not quite long enough 
to reach the roof. 
"Sir, we have an idea." .said the boys who even at that 
tender age were resourceful little chaps. "We will get 
up on top of the ladder and boost you up on the roof." 
So the boys climbed to the top of the ladder, and the 
repairman came after them, and they tried to boost him 
up on the roof. But, alas, the plan did not work and they 
all came tumbling down in a heap. 
MORAL: TWQ Wrights don't make a 1·11ng. 
Seconcl Little Story 
O nce upon a time a German exchange student came 
from Old Heidelberg to an American university. One 
night there was a bull sessi·on going on in the room next 
to his. "Ach, excuse me," he said timidly to the group of 
young men assembled there, "aber what is that heavenly 
smell I smell?" 
"Why, that is the fragrant aroma of our Philip Morris 
cigarettes," said one of the men. 
"Hirnmel, such natural tobacco goodness!'' 
"It comes in regular size in the handy Snap-Open pack, 
or in long size in the new cr ushproof box . .. • Won't you 
t ry one?" 
• "Dankeschon/' said the German exchange student 
happily, and from that night forward, whenever the men 
lit up Philip Morris Cigarettes, he never failed to be 
present. 
MORAL: Where there's smoke, there'~ Meyer. 
Third Little S tory 
Once upon a time Penelope, the wife of Uly~~es, had 
herself a mess of trouble in Ithaca. With her husband 
away at the Trojan War. all the local blades were wooing 
Penelope like crazy. She stalled them by .saying she 
wouldn't make her choke until she finished weaving a 
rug. Each night when her suitors had gone home, Penel-
ope, that sly minx, would unravel all the weaving she 
had done during the day. 
W ell sir, one night she left her rug lying outside. It 
rained buckets, and the rug got all matted and shrunken, 
and Penelope couldn't unwind it. When the suitors came 
back in the morning, the poor frantic woman started 
running all over the house looking for a place to hide. 
Well sir, it happened that Sappho, the poetess, had 
come over the night before to write an ode about Penel· 
ope's Grecian urn. So she said, "Hey, Penelope, why 
don't you hide in this urn? I think it's big enough if you'll 
k ind of squinch down." 
So Penelope hopped in the urn, and it concealed her 
perfectly except for her hair-do which was worn upswept 
in the Greek manner. 
We11 sir, with the suitors pounding on the door, Sap. 
pho had to move fast. She whipped out a razor and cut 
off Penelope's hair. The suitors looked high and low but 
they couldn't find Penelope. 
MORAL: A Penn'Jj shaved is a Penny urned. 
©Max Shulman, 1956 
A re yo1& still ieitla ••P I / so, seu le your t haUe r ed ner11n toirh 
• mild arad uuty Philip Morris, natural tobau o Kood11e,. aU 
&hf! "'"" throug~ -c1e by the sponsor• o/ thi• eolunn•. 
premiere Sunday, November 11. :..t 
lhe Exeter. 
Theater 
Uncle Willie Albert Lewis. Sam-
uel Schulman. and J. B. Joselow 
present Menasha Skulnik in the 
new comedy by Julie Berns and 
Irving Elmon. Opens November 19 
at the Plymouth. 
Comedy In Mi.sic. Victor Borge 
gives a single periol·mance at 
P. B. Corkum. Inc. 
HARDWARE APPLIANCES 








- - - for a 
delicious dinner 
in B oston. 
Symphony Halt on Wednesday evl'-
nil"g. November 28. Piano playing 
and witty sayings combine for an 
enjoyable evening. 
A Very Special Baby. Luther Ad-
ler. Jack Warden, and Sylvia Sidney 
lake principal r-0les in this drama. 
of conflicting emotions between 
father and son. Pa1·enlal love which 
becomes too dominant creates the 
dramatic situation of lhe play. Con-
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!«' CARDS ~ ~j before you 90 home ~ 
M ~ ~;w~~::::&:l-~>::@.~-w.-*~::::~:::=~~~-::~~~l-.q~::~?~~~z 
Completely Extraordinary! Superbly Acted ••• 
6th WEEK 
KNIGHTS, SATURDAY REVIEW 
Hew Englilnd Premiere STf,\!R~" '!'LA 
KENMORE 
KE 6-0777 Near Kenmore Sq. 
RIFIFI 
"Fififi conains a thirty-minute stretch of wordless 
movie making that is one of the most engrossing sequences 
since the invention of motion pictures." 
-New York Times 
BEACON HILL THEATER 
Opposite Parker House, Tremont Street CA 7-6676 
HOWELL BROTHERS# Inc. 
MONOGRAMMED HANDKERCHIEFS 
For Christmas - Order Now! 
They are beautiful - you must see them 
Gift Wrapped a1 No Charge 
45 CENTRAL STREET 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• • i Come in and choose ! 
• • 
• • ! lnexpensi ve and distinctive : 
. : : Gifts of Antique Jewelry, Costume Jewelry, • 
• • + Hand Bags and Accessories, : 
• • 
• • : : i SYLVIA .i 
: : 
• Wellesley Chatham • I 527 Washington Street I 
i Located in Seiler Block i 
, ................................................ ~ 
tinues at the Plymouth through this 
weekend. 
Ca11dide. Leonard Bernstein's ln· 
spiring music and Max Adrian's win-
ning portrayal of Dr. Pangloss ue 
noteworthy elements in the current 
musical version oI Voltaire's classic 
now playing at tbe Colonial Theatre. 
Brilliant sets aid in the brilliant 
production. Robert Rounseville and 
Barbara Cook start as Candide and 
Cunegonde. 
Music 
Symphony Hall. Viennese soprano 
Elisabeth Sch warzkopf presents a 
program of vocal selections Sunday, 
November 18 .. at 3:30 p.m_ 
Jordan Hall. The Budapest Quartet 
will play works of Beethoven on 




E. A. DAVIS & CO. 
Hohnan Block 
W ellesley 
, ................•..... ~ 
: AL'S : 
t DELICATESSEN ! 
: 79 CENTRAL STREET : 
• • : (Across from Jay's) : 
: we s-so15 : 
• • + If You Enjoy Eating +
+ You' ll Enjoy Eating • 
+ Here • 
: Quick Service on i 
: Phone Orders : 
+ Ope n Sundays 
~ ...••............••..• : 
LAURENCE OLIVIER 
in Shakespeare's 
RICHARD The III 






PLA YH OUSE 
Mat s Daily at 2:15 - Eves. at 7:45 
Sunday Continuous Beginning at 4:45 
Now Showing Ends Sat. 
W!lllam Holden 
''TOW A RD THE U N K NOWN" 
John Sutton 
"TH E AMAZON TRADER" 
Sun., Mon., Tues. Nov. 18-19-20 
William Holden - Maggie ' 1cNamara 
" TH E MOON IS BLUE" 
Gary Cooper - Grace Kelly 
" HIG H NOO N" 
Wed .• Thurs., Z.'ri.. Sat. Nov. ~l - 24 
Thank'g'v'g Day cont. show beg. 2:15 
Olivia deHavilland - John Forsythe 
"THE AMBASSA DOR'S DAUGHTER" 
Spencer Tracy - Robert Wagner 
"THE MOUNTAIN" 








4' Church St., Harvard Sq. 
Kirkland 7-4311 
11:30 A.M. to Midniqht 
Dinner 11 :30 A.M. - P .M. 
Moderate Prices 
CLOSED MONDAYS 
